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Abstract.

This report documents the Itnitial phase of a project investigating

how to relate formal mathematical representational and problem-solving

skills to the inforMal strategies that children naturally invent to

solve simple additin and subtraction word problems.

The microcomputer provides a means for directly relating formal

symbolic representaCons to children's infOrmal mOdeling processes. A

program has been developed that allows childreh to use a micro-computer

rather than physical obSects to solve word problems. Children initially

are taught to use the microcomputer tO solve simple ard problems using

essentially the same processes that they use wit.h physical objects. They

produce sets of objects one at a time and can make a single set, or make

two sets, or remove elements from a set they have constructed.. The ob-

jectives of,th'ese initial activities are to familiarize children with

the microcomputer and make the transition from using physical objects to

using the pictorial display.

The connection between the informal modeling processes.and the formal

mathematical symbolic representations is made by teaching the children

that they do not have to construct sets on the microcomputer one elemeni

a time; they can construCt them by writing number sentences. To

solve an adctition problem, they enter an addition sentence like 8 + 5 =0.

This actually produces a set of 8 and a set Of 5, just as the child would

ix



- using physical objects. Entering a subtraction sentence 13 - 8 = pro-

,

duces a set of 13 and then removes 8 elements to another portion of the

screen. Since the number sentence that the children enter actually con-

structs the physicaf representation that they can use to solve the problem,

writing the number sentence becomes.part of the solution process, not an

unrelated activity.

A pilot study was carried out with four first-grade children. The

children were individually instructed for a series of nine 20-minute

lessons-. The results of the pilot study indicate that the program is

effective in teaching representational and problem-solving skills. Before

instruction, --t,h,p four children consistently wrote incorrect sentences for

more-difficult problems and gendrally did not use their number sentences

for their solutions. Following instruction, three of the four children

consistently used number sentences to solve a wide variety of addition

and subtraction problems.

1



% Introduction

The putpose of this report is to describe the results of the initial

phase of the microcomputer research project carried out by the Mathe-

matics Work Group of the Wisconsin Center for Education Research. The

aim of the project is,to inv'estigate'the transition phase in children's

learning of symbolic representational skills in mathematics as. they prO-

gress from the informal strategies learned independent of school instruc-
,

tion to the more formal skills of writing symbolic sentences to represent

verbal problems and then solving those sentenees. Addition and subtractiOn

problems are the content domain of the project. The project uses the micro-

computer to establish a direct link between writing symbolic number sen-

tences and children's informal modeling processes.

This report covers work carried out 'ciOring the periOd nuary'1982

to June 1982. A program was developed for Lhe Apple II MicrocomPuter

and then used in a teaching experiment with four first-grade children

from a private school in Madison, Wisconsin. Subsequent sections contain

the background and rationale for the study, a description of the cc,..tputer

program, the instructional treatment used in the.teaching experiment, "nd

the results of the study. A final section presents some overall con-

clusions together with projections for future directions of the research

project.

B_Asi5.u.aksast

In the last few years a substantial body of research'focused on the

learning of addition and subtraction concepts in general and on the

1
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solution of addition and subtraction word problems in particular. In the

fall of 1979, an international conference devoted exclusively to the study

of addition and subtraction was held (Carpenter, Moser, & Romberg, 1982),

and several major reviews of work ;i.11 this area have been written (Carpenter,

Blume, Hiebert, Anick, & Pimm, in press; Carpenter & Moser, in press;

Riley, dreeno, & Heller, in press).

Current research on children's solution of basic addition and subtrac-

tion word problems follows a basic.cognitive approach outlined by Glaser

and Pellegrino (1978). This approach involves the detailed analysis of

a specific content domain which is then related to a careful ana/ysis of

the strategies that children use to sOlve/problems within the domain.

%

Currently, there is good agreement regarding the basic characterization

of addition and subtraction word problems, and there is a reasonably con-

sistent picture of the difficulty level of différent types of problems

and the ,informal problem-golving strategies children Invent independently

of instruction. However, relatively little is known regarding the transi-

tion from these informal strategies to the formal addition and suptraction,

skills taught in school (Riley et al., in press).

An._iysiso_f_Esoencaps

Early research took several approaches to the characterization of

word problems: One was to classify problems in terms of syntax, 'vocabu-,

larly level, number of worth; in a problem, and so forth (e.g., Jern)an,

1973; Suppes, Loftus, & Jerman, 1969). A second approach differentiated

between problems in.terms of the open sentences they represented (e.g.,
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Grouws, 1972; Rosenthal & Resnick,,1974). The most productive approach,

that folldwed by current research, is bated on the semantic characteristics

of problems (Carpenter.& Moser, 1982; Gibb, 1956; Greeno, 1978; Vergnaud,

1982). Semantic analysis is based primarily on structural characteris-

..'

tics involving the action or relationship described in the problem.

A

Altogether there are six basic semantic problem types: Separate, Combine,

Compare, Join, and two types of Equalize problems (Carpenter & Moser, 1982).

The following four subtraction problems illustrate the kinds of distinc-

tions drawn between problem types. Although all four problems can be

represented by the mathematical sentence 12 - 5 =0, they represent dis-

tinct iriterpretations of subtraction:

Tim has 12 candies. He gave 5 candies to his sister. How many

candies does Tim have left?

Tim has 12 candies. Five the them are grape and the rest are
lemon. How many lemon candies does Tim have?

Tim has 5 candies. His sister Connie had 12 candies..., How many
more candies does Connie have than Tim?

Tim has 5 candies. His sisFer Connie gave him some more candies.-

Tim has 12 candies. How many candies Aid Connie give to him?

The first problem, Separate, desicribes the action of.removing a subset of

a given,set. The second, Combine, is a static situation in which one of

two parts of a known whole'must be found. The third problem, Compare,

involves the comparison of two distinct sets. The fourth, Join, des-

cribing an.additive change action has as its unknown the size of that

change. For each semantic problem type, three distinct problems can be

generated by varying which quantity is unknown. The first problem above

could be altered as follows to produce a parallel missing minued problem:
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Tim had some candies. He gave 5 Candies to his sister. ,if-he

has 7 candies left, how many candies did he have to start with?

As can be seen from these examples, a number of i.emantically distinct

problems can be generated by varying the structure of the problem, even

though many of,the same words appear in the different versions.

Analysis of Children's Performance

Most past studies of addition and subtraction 1,Tre limited to finding

out which types of problems were most difficult. More recently, work has

.begun to focu9on the processes children use to solve different problems.

Measuring response latencies (Groen & Parkman0972; Groan & Resnick, 1977;

Suppes & Groeri, 1967; Woods, Resnick, & Groen, 1975) or conducting clini-

cal interViews (Blume, 1981; Brush, 1978; Carpen er, Hiebert, & Moser,

1981; Carpenter & Moser, 1982; Hiebert, 1981; Lindvall & lbarra, 1980), re-

searchers have identified a number bf strategies that children use to

solve different addition and subtraction problems.

Data from these studies suggest that, contrary to popular notions,

young children are relaLively successful at analyzing and solving simple

( erbal problems. Before receiving formal instruction in addition and

subtraction, young ch4ldren invent informal mbdeling and counting strate-

3

gies for solving addition and subtraction problems (Carpenter, Hiebert,

& Moser, 1981; CarAter & Moser, 1992). These results suggest that word

Problems may be the most appropriate context for introdbcing formal con-

cepts of addition and subtraction. The present research inyestigates this

hypothesis.

4
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The informal solution strategies that children invent have a clear

relationship to the addition and subtraction problem types described

above. At the earliest itage most children directly model quantitie

described in a problem, perform a.tions on these models, and enmperate

4
4 s-Its to determine an answer. For example, to solve the foilowl4g Join,

missing addend problem, children at this stage generally would construct a

set of 5 objects, add More objects until there was a total of 12 objects,

and coudt the.number of objects added.
a

Sally has 5 baseball cards. How Many more baseball cards
she need to have 12 baseball cards altogether?

At the next stage, children shift to more abstract counting strate-

gies. To solve the above iiroblem, a child would recognize'that it was un-

necessary to construct the set of 5 objects and instead simply count from

5 ,to 12, keeping track.of the number of counts. At both stages, the type

of strategy used depends upon the semantic structur"e of the problem, sug-

gesting that children do not transform problems to a single representation

of addition or subtraction. During the early stages of development,

children do not appear to recognize the interchwigeability of their strate-

gies. In other words,they ao not iniftally recogniie that dither a

separating or an adding en strategy will generate the same solution. A

completely developed concept'of addition and subtraction presumably would

require an integration of various interpretations of those operations as

represented by the different counting stratesles. That is ito say, die

1

concrete counting strategiés'should eventually eliolve into the abstract

representation of formal mathematies (Carpenter & Moser, 1982).

15



Current instruction clearly fails to build upon the informal strate-

gies that children devplop outside of school. There is reasonable consen-

sus on how children solve addition and subtraction problems, but there is

a great gap between what is. known regarding cliildren's solution processes

and current instructional practice (Carpenter, 1981).

Representing Addition and Subtraction Problems

The process of representing a real world or verbally posed problem is

a fundamental problem-solving skills. The development of this skill is

a maicr objective of the entire mathematics curricuium. We hypothesize

ithat a cause of the difficulty of older children to solve problems (Car-

penter et al., 1980) may be their inability to adequately represent a

given problem'with the appropriate mathematical symbolism. The contrast

between young children's success in analyzing simple problems and older

children's performance on more complex problems suggests that the transi-

tion from simple representations such as physical modeling, counting, and

tallying to symbolic mathematical representations and operations such

as writing number sentences, memorizing facis, and using algorithmic

procedures is a critical stage in children's learning of mathematics in

general, and of problem-solving skills in particular (Carpenter, 1981).

A key aspect of the transition from solving problems using informal

procedures based.ppon simple representational skills to a formal mathe-

Matics approach is writing mathematical symbols to represent the problem

and its components. The skill of symbolic representation is one of the

major objectives of elementary school instruction. Writing mathematical
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expressions to represent a problem situation is a skill fundamental to

problem,solving from elementary arithmetic to advanced mathematics. The

association of real world problems with abstract mathematical representa-

tionstakes place in many areas of mathematics; addition and subtraction,

multiplication, rational number, geometric congruence, and similarity

are_seVeral examples that can be cited.

At the time children are first introduced to writing mathematical

sentences to help solve word problems, their informal strategies and

procedures make more sense to them. As a consequence, they see no con-

nection between the twO activities, although most children eventually

learn to write number sentences to represent simple probiems and are

able to solve the problems using their informal modeling and counting

serategies. The.operations represented by the number.sentences are often

inconsistent with the modeling and counting strategies used to solve the

problem. Writing a number sentence is something that young children do

for the teacher, something they often perceive as unrelated to the solu-

tion of the problem. This is not surprising. The children already know

how to model the problem physically. Until they have memorized the basic

facts and learned computational algorithms, writing a number sentedce does

.not help them solve the problem.

In a study investigating the effects of initial instruction on the

processes children used,to solve basic addition and subtraction verbal

problems, Carpenter, Moser, and Hiebert (1981) considered .the role of

writing number sentences in the solution process. Prior to instruction
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43 first-grade children were individually tested on a-variety of addi-J

tion and subtraction word problems. After a two-month introductory unit

on addition and subtraction, the children weie retested. On the posttest

most children could write number sentences to represent addition and sub-

traction problems. However, very few recognlzed that the arithmetic

sentence was a mechanism that they might use to help them solve the

problem. Once they.had written a sentence, most children appeared ta

ignore it and used the semantic struCture to decide on a solution strategy.

.In fact, in spite of instructions to the contrary, about a fourth of the

subjeCts solved a problem before writing a sentence. -When children wrote

an incorrect sentence but computed the correct answer, they would often

complete the open sentence.with their answer. ,The fact that sertence

writing did not influence cHildren's solution pracesses suggests a lack

of coordination by the children between the two processes.'

Description of the Computer Program

Overview

We have developed a,program that allows children to use a micro-

computer rather than physical objects to solve word problems. Children

initially are taught to use the microcomputer to solve Simple word prob-

lems using essentially the same processes that they use with physilal

objects. They produce sets of objects one at a time by pushing the (1

.key. They can make one'set, Or make two sets, or remove eleients from

a set they have constructed. --The objkitives of,these initial activities
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*are to familiarize children with,ehe microcomputer and make the'transition

from using physical objects to using the video display..

The connection.between the informal modeling processes and the formal

mathematical symbolic representations is made by teaching the children-

that they do noe have to 6nstruct sets on the microcomputer one element

at a time; they can construct them by writing number sentences. To

solve an addition problem, they enter an addition sentence like 8 + 5
(
=

As well as the number sentence, this actually produces a set of 8 and a

set of 5:just as the child would using physical objects or the arrow key

on the computer. Entering a subtraction sentence 13 - 8 =El produces'a

set of 13 and then reMoves 8 elements to another portion of the screen.

Students also learn to write open addition sentences to represent and to

solve certain kinds of word Koiblems. Since the number sentence that the

children enter actually actually constructs the pictorial representation

that they can use to solve the problem, writing the number sentence be-

comes part of the solution process not an unrelated activity. vigure 1

illustrates the video dijplay resulting from entry,o1 the sentence

7 + 28 .n.
Details of the Program

The major feature of the computer program is the ability to enter

onto the video displajp:Ictorial and symbolic configurations by depressing

appropriate keys on the keyboard. The video display isarranged in three

adjacent sectors which can be thought of as corresponding.to the elements

of the number sentence a + b =,c or a - b = c. Entry of configurations,

'4
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into a particular gector is Oenoted by a small arrow, with the head point-

ing upward for sectors a and b, and the head pointing downward fortscktor

Pictorial configurations can be entered only in sectors a and b, and they

appear in the upper tWo-thirds of the sector. The bottom one-third is re-

served fortsymbolic entries. On initial use of the program, or after .

cleartng the video display', the indicator,ariow for entry of pictorial or

symbotic configurations autOmatically returns.to the a.sector. Movement

to the b or b sector is carq4d out by several means described later.

Once movement4p the right on the display is made, that is from a to b

or from b to c, movement to,the left is impossible. One has to begin

anew in sector a, either by rebooting the entire program or more simply

by depressing the ESC(ape) key. In either case, the entire video display

'is cleared of all configurations..

The computer program used in tfie study was written in Apple Pascal

using the Pascal ANIMATION Package from Apple Special Delivery software

to help cieate a large character set and handle some of the display

tasks. It requires a 48K Apple II+ with an extra 16K RAM carein slot 0

for operation, and a color monitor.

The program consists of two texts files, BOXES1.TEXT and BOXES2.TEXT.

Two special libraries, ANIMATION and CRISTUFF, are included in the sysxem

library. ANIMATION cones with the Pascal ANIMATION Package and CRTSTUFF

is a special library of CAI: handling routines. The system disk also con-

tains the large character font, BOXES.FONT$ which is four times the size

of'normal Apple characters.

Appendix A.

A listing of the program is contained in
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PictOrial configuration. The pictorial configurations consisted of

small squares arranged in a pattern resembling the TILE configurations

used in Japanese elementAy mathematics education (Hatano, 1982). Squares

appear in hoiAzonEal rows of at mosefive elements with twice as much ver-

tical spacing between the second and third and between the fourth and,

fifth rows as between the first and second, third and: fourth, and fifth

and sixth rows. This visual emphasis of groups of ten was designed to

make.pounting the squares easier for children who recognized the con-

k

f4gural patterns. Space limitations on the video display and the desire

to make the squares large enough that children cOuld visually discriminate

among the squares allowee a maximum of 30.squares for each of sectors a

and b. Squares in sector a were blue, while those of sector b were

sreen.

Entry of pictorial configurations is made in two different ways.

The first method provides for a.one-by-one incremental entry of squ'ares

by means of successive depressions of the 1:: Rey. Accompanying this

entry of squares is the display of the corresponding number in the lowest

third of the sector. One has the option of omitting the concurrent dis-

/play of the numeral. Removal of one r more squares from a configuration

in a sector is carried out by depression of the a key. Before entry,

,

the symbolic display is,empty, and the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. appear as

the child depreeses the :0 key. Once this has been done and the child

elects to remove the entered squares by depressing the key, the

numerars go down in order. If all are removed the numeral "0" is dis-
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played. As mentioned above, the maximum number of squares that can be

entered in a sector is 30. If the child atteMpts to enter more than 30

by continued depression of the fa key, a "beep" is heard. Similarly.,

attempted removal of more squares than are present causes the "beep" once

zero' has been reached. Initially rh arrow is in sector a and squares

are added to that sector. To add squares to sector b, the space bar is

depressed. This causes the arrow to move to sector b and any subsequent.

operations on the or

removed from slItor b.

keys result in squares being added to or

The second method of producing pictorial configurationS is'by the

depression of numeral keys in the-upper row of the computer keyboard. If

a two-digit number, such,as 14, is entered by successive depressions of

,the "1" and "4" keys, then the corresponding number-of squares is auto-

matically produced in the desired sector, the squares appearing rapidly

in one-by-one succession. If a one-digit number is chosen, then the

visual display is not produced until the child "informs" the computer

that the'digit depressed is the number of sq ares desired and not the

ten's digit of a two-digit number. Means ava lable fo7 transmitting

this information are depression of any of the following: space bar, 4-,

-, RETURN, or in the instance where the cbnfiguration is desired id the

b sectorthe = sign. A configuration entered with numeral keys can be

subsequently incremented and decremented by depressing the-2- and F---]

keys, respectively.

The representation of a take-away action is brought into play by

initially producing a configuration in sector a by either of the
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two means'described abolie. It is activated by the depression of the -

key which produces a small arrow pointing in the right hand direction.

The arrow is located in the lower one-third of the video display midway

between sector a and sector b. lf simultaneous display of numerals with the

configuration of squares is called for, then the right-pointing arrow

also haqa minus sign below it; if no numeral production is called for,

then the minus sign does not appear. In either case, this feature causes

squares from sector a to be moved to pector b. Once the - key has been

depressed, the movement can be effected on a onerby-one basis by succes-

-I

sive depressions of 'the El key, or on an utomatic, rapid one-by-one

basis by depression of numeral keys. The same procedures for two--and

one-digit numbers described above operate here. Corrections or adjust-

ments to the size of the configuration in sector b can be made by depres-

sion of either the [----2E key, in which case another square will be moved

from'sector a to sector b, or the.F41- key, in which a square will be re:-

turned back to sector a from sector b.
-7-1

When the concurrent display of numerals below the configurations

of squares is called for, the numeral below the configuration of sector a

remains constant, that being the number of squares in the initial con-

figuration. The numeral below the configuration of squares in sector b

variT depending on how many squares are present there. Thus, the ap-

propriate subtraction number sentence will be displayed. If some set

of squares has been removed from the sector a to sector b:and then later.

returned by means of the :31 key, the numeral 0 will a ear in sector b

when all squares have been returned. Attempts to move more squares from

^
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one sector to another, in either direction, than is possible to move, will -

result in production of the "beep." For example, if the original configurra-

tion in sector a had 12 squares and the child then depressed "- 15," the

computer would react with a I'beep."

SymboliC confignratiOns. The standard mathematical symbols for

numbers, operations (+ or - equality (=), and an unknown quantity

can be produced only if the initial menu selection calfs for such produc-

tion. These symbols appear in white in the lower one-4third of the video

.display. The program calls for the production.of only numerals ir sectors

a, b, and/or ior of a complete nupber sentence that is essentially

correct in form. Incomplete sentences such as 5 + 7 or 5 7 =.0

would not appear. Sentences that are impossible to solve within the

domain of whole numbers such as 13 - 15 =0 or 9 El= 3 Would also

not be accepted by the comptiter,

w
Numerals can be geneiated immediately upon depression of appropriate

numeral keys on the keyboard, with numbers in sectors a and*b^being re-

stricted to 30 or.less. Production of a numeral up to 60 in sector c can

.be carried out only by depression of nuieral keys on the keyboard. Pic-

torial configurations are not produced in sector c.

Mathematical sentences of the form a + b = c or a - b = cmay be,

entered in. the computer. The sentences may be closed, in that a number

stands in the place of a, b, and c, or open in that auto represent a

missing number may stand in the place of a, b, or c. .An a priori deci-

sion was made to not allow the norbtanonical subtraction sentences

0 - b = c or a -0 C.

2
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6

The missing'number box ) is entered by the depression of SHIFT.

(The-enfry of = and + also require prior depression of the SHIFT key.)

In practice, the child "writes" a complete-mathematical sentence by

choosing a numeral for position a, then depressing the + or -,key, which
II

causes the pictorIal configuration in,pector a to appear if it is not

already there by reason'of representing a two-digit nuMber. It also causes

the upward-pointing indicator arrow ti move to sector b. At that time

;

the + or - symbol is also displayed on the screen. If the - symbol is

chosen, the right-pointing arrow is also shown above the symbol. Next,

the numeral for the b position is ddpressed followed by =, which causes

the pictorial configuration in sector b to appear subject to conditions

described in earlier paragraphs. This also produces- the appearance of

the = symbol in its proper position in the sentence as well as the move-

ment of the downward pointing arrow to sector c. At this point the child

may either enter a third numeral, or, if aot entered in another position

in the sentence, the 121.1:to represent an unknown. The computer will accept

computationally incorrect sentences such as 5 + 3 = 9 without interacting

with the student. The may be entered'only in the c position for sub-

traction sentences, and in y one uf the three positions--a, b, or c--

for addition sentences. If the 0 is entered.in any position and the

indicator arrow has not been moved to a different sector, the 0 may be

overridden by ent* of a numeral. If the 0 is entered in the a or b

position and the indicator arfow is moved to another sector, no display(

of a pictorial configuration is produced above the0. Only one 0 per

sentence may be entered.
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Provision is made for the child to correct an incorrect entry at any

time in the production of a sentence. By depressing the X key, the most

recent entry is removed and that portion of the video display is cleared.

In the case where the error is tade in the entry of a numeral in the b

position after the - key has been depressed, all the squares that had

been moved from sector a to sector 1-, are returned to sector a, with the

- qymbol remaining.

Following development of the computer progiam, a teaching experiment

was carried out. The eXperiment was carried out in order to (a) validate

the physical and conceptual features of the microcomputer program,(b) study

in some detail, the development of sentence writing ability, (c) develop

and validate procedures of instruction related to use of the specific com-

puter program developed, and (d) evaluate the effectiveness of the computer

program and the related instructional procedules in linking the informal

solution strategies of young children and the formal symbolism of mathe-

matics.

Subjects for the teaching experiment were selected from a gioup cf

. first-grade children by applying selection criteria describecj below,

series of lessons were taught to four selected subjects on an individual

basis by one of the two experimenters in the presence of a Second adult

observer. Following instruction, a brief individually administered problem-

solving interview was given to each subject. The experhment and the post-

2 "'
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te$ting were carried out during a period of approximately five weeks in

April and May 1982.

Subjects. The subjects for the study were selected from the two

first-grade classes in a parochial school serving a middleclass neigh-

)
borhood in Madison, Wisconsin. The teachers recommended 11 children who

.were in ale middle 'range of ability for their'classes and were reasonably

good at explaining their ideas. Individual interviews were conducted

with these 11 children requiring them to solve a variety of addition and

subtraction velbal problems and to perform some counting tasks. The set

of screening tasks is given in Table 1. For the first nine verbal problems,

a set of plastic cubes was available for the child to use

7, 5, and 9, paper and pencil were also provided, with the

write a number sentence Prior to solving. Problems 10 and

For problems

direction to

11 were designed

to assect whether chi1lren could use counting-on procedures. Cubes were

rlot provided for these problems.

The individual interviews were conducted in mid-April. Attention

t:as given to a.child's ability to expreSs him/herself arid give clear ex-

planations of procedures used,to solve problems as well as to the actual

processes used to solve the gilfen problem. Selected subjects did not use

memorized number facts,.generally employed direct modeling procedure*,

demonstrated the ability to count forward froM a beginning number

than "one," ad were unable to write appropriate number'sentences for

problem* 8 :Ind 9. As'a result of the screening, two white male subjects,

Jack ano Roger, and two white female sablects, Helen and Kathy, were

chosen to participarepi the teaching experiment. TheiT success on the
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Table 1

Subject Screening Tasks

Verbal Problems

an had 6 books. His friend eave
9 more books. How mnny 1-ooks
Norman have altogeiher?

.1ellarate

'Jeanne has 13 buttiins. She give. 9
buttons to Evelyn. How manfbuttons
did Jeanne have lea.?

3. Compare

Robert has 3 marbles. Dorothy has
8 more marbles than Robert. How
many marbles does Dorothy have?

4. Separate, missing tinuend

There were some birds sitting n a
wire. Four of the birds flew away.
Then there were 7 bild left. How
many birds were there sitting on
the wire before any flew away?

5., Compare

Ellen has 7 halloween candies. Her
friend Grvg lias 12 halloween candies.
vow many more candies does Greg have
than Ellen?

-
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6. Join, missing addend

Robert has 8,pet fish in his tank.
How many more fish does he have.to
'put in the tank so there will be
14 fish altogether?

7. Separate

There were Ilistrawberries growing
on a bush. Alex picked 8'ot them.
How many berries were left growine
on the bush?

8. Join, missing addend,

Kathy has 9 stamps. How many mnrp
stamps does she have.to_put. sait.h
them co have 15 stamps altogether

9. Compare

Joe won 9 prizes at the fair. His
sister Connie.won 13 prizes at the
fair. How many more prize did
Connie win than Joe?

10. Join, missing addend

Ralph has 7 marbles. How many more
marbles does he have to put with
them to have 11 marbles altogether?

Countitg Tasks

_11. a) Can yoU.count forward, starting at 15 and ending at 20?

[Say: "I am going to start counting at 8 and counr up 5 mute numbers.,

8, 9,1.0, 11, 12. 13.11

b) Can you start at 6 and count on three more numbers?

c) Can you start at 9 and count up six more.numbers?
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screening tasks is shown.in Table 2, where favorable results on the initial

nine verbal-problem tasks reflect their choice of an appropriate solution

;

strategy, even if execution'of that strategy may haire included a counting

or compueational error.

Lessons. A series of nine 20- to 30-minute individual lessons were

developed. Since.the primary concern of the project was the study of

symbolic representations of Nerbal problems, each lesson was deslgned to

have as one of its,components the opportunity to solve a variety of

verbal problems.

A great deal of flexibility was employed during the lessons, depend-

ing upon individual differences and day-to-day variations in a child's

ability to attend to'the learning tasks. Thus, for an individual.child,

the aims of a particular lesson may have been completed either earlier

or later than planned.

1esson 1. The lesson started with a general introduction to the com-

puter, including how to turn it on, load the program, and select from the

menu. For this, lesson, no symbols were shown in the bottom one-third of

the video display. Children' learned the function of the

ESC(ape) keys, and the space bar, children were.asked to count the number

of squares displayed id either sector a or b of the screen or in both.

Some simple verbal probles were presented. and the child was asked to use

the computer aad its_display of squaressto help solve the problems.

Lesson 2. Again,'no symbols Were displayed. The general aim was a

review of material from the previous lesson. Numbers in the high teens

.j1s)
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Table 2 .

Results on Pre-Instruction Screening Tasks

21

Task

Subjects
.......,........

Jack Roger Helen Kathy TOtal

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

lla.

lib.

llc.

Join

Separate

Compare

Separate, missing' minuend

Compare

Join, missing addend

Separate:, solve
write sentence

Join, missing addend: solve
write sentence

Compare: solve
write sentence

Join,, missing addend

Count.forward, 15 to,20

Count on 3 from 6

Count on 6 from 9

+

+ .

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

7

+
_

+

+

+

+

+

t ,

+

+

+

+

+

t
+
_

+
_

+

+

+

_

+

+

-

+

+

+

+
+

+
-

+
_

. 'NAa

NA

NA

NA

I-

+

-

+

+

+

+
+

+

f.

_

+

+

+

+

4

4

2

4

-. 4

4

4

4

4

0

4

0

3

3

3

2

Note: Wording of tasks is given in Table 1. + indicates the use of an
appropriate procedure; -, an inappropriate procedure.

-allot administered.

3 ;1.
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and twenties) were introdUced and,a greater variety of word problem types

were used, with an emphasia on the Join, missing addend problem.

Lesson 3. The major point of this lesson was the introduction of

the numerical symbols in the Video display, which were used for all re-

maining lessons. Initially, sets of squares (and the accompanying numerals)

were generated and manipulated by P;1,1,*-1, and - keys and the space bar.

Later in the lesson, the generation of sets of squares.by simply depressing

the numeral keys,in the upper row of the computer keyboard was presented.

Lesson 4. Much of the lesson was devoted to review of. the work of

the previous lesson. The latter portion of the lesson included.the in-

troduction of.the + and = syibois. Both required showing the child how

to.use the SHIFT key first.

Lesson 5. Writing a complete, closed sentence was the objectAve of

this lesson. As in all previous lessons, a sampling of the variety of

types of verbal problems was included. There was nothing very new in

this lesson, although the child received suggestions to seek efficient

ways of counting the displays of squares representing the solution.

Lesson 6. This lesson aimed to continue the practice of skills learned

in earlier lessons. Numbers in the late teens and twenties were used for

a Variety of word problems.

Lesson 7. In this lesson, writing of open sentences was taught as

the child learned how to enter the Din the,Sentence. For the most part,

problems resulting in canonical addition and subtraction sentences wete

used. Some noncanonical situations were used.
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LeSson 8. This was essentially'a review and consolidation of pre-

viously learned skills, with the emphasis on using the [i] in the open

sentence to represent the unknown. A variety of problem situations were

used including a number of non-canonical Ones.

"Lesson 9. 'This final lesson was again a review and consolidation

df previous ltssons.

The lessons were conducted on an individual basis by one of the two

Principal investigators. With the exception of one lesson with one child,

all lesSonS were obseived by a second person who acted as recorder of the

lesson. - The average lesson took approximately 20 minutes. For the

earlier lessons, severaldays intervened between lessons whereas during

the latter portion of the experiment, lessons occurred on an almost daily

basis. Lesson dates are given in Table 3 for all four.children.

Problem-Sdiving Interviews

: On the day following the last lesson, a follow-up interview was con-

ducted with the four students as a posttest. Six problen) tasks were pre-

sented with the computer available to "assist in sentence writing and

solution. An additional six problems with the same semantic structure

as the first six were given with paper/pencil and physical manipulative

objects to help with sentence writing and solution. The order of presen-

tation was balanced. Two thildren received the computer tasks first and

paper/pencil Easks second and the two other Children received the tasks in

reverse order. Two of the children used the computer with Set 1, and two

usea the computer with Set 2. The 12 yerbal problems are listed in Tab)e 4.
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Table 3

Timing of Individual Lessons

4.

Subjects

Lesson

1 2 3 \ 5 6 7 9

Jack 4/29 5/11 5/12 5/16 5/17 5/19 5/20 4/21 5/25

Ro-ger 4/29 5/3 5/11 5/14 5/17 5/18 5/20 5/21 5/24

Helen 4/28 5/3 5/12 5116 5/17 5/19 20 5/21 5/25

Kathy 4/28 5/4 5/13 /514 5/17 5/1 5/20 5/21 5/?5

N



Table 4

Sentence WritingPosttest Tagks

1. Separate

James had 15 peanuts. He fed 7 of

th,eth to a monkey. How many peanuts
did\James have left?

2. Compare

Amywon 8 prizes at the fair. Her

brother Todd won 13 prizes at the
fair. How many more prizes did Todd

win than Amy?

3. Join

Fred had 4 flowers. 'Then he picked
7 more flowers. How many flowers
did.Fred have altogether?

4. Separate, missing minuend -

Charles had some marbles. He lost

5 of them while playing a game.
Then he had 7 marbles left. How
many marbles did Charles have
before the game?

5. Join, missing addend

Tony ha§ 8 toy cars. How 'many more

toy cars does he 'have to buy tb

have 12 cars altogether?

6. Combine, missing part

There are 16 dogs in the park.
Eleven of them are big and the rest
are little,. How many littledogs
are in the park?

25

Task Set 2

1. Compare'

Ellen has 7 halloween candies. Her

friend Greg has 12 halloween candies,
How many more candies does Greg have

than Ellen?'

2. Join., missing addend

RObert has 8 pet fish in his tank.
How many more fish does he have to .

put in the tank so there will be 14
fish altogethet?

3. Separate

Jeanne had 13 buttons.. She gave 9
buttons to Evelyn. How many buttons

did Jeanne havc! left?

4. Join

Norman had 6 books. His friend i'ave

him 9 more books. How many books
did Norman have altogether?

5. Combine, missing part

There are 19 children in the class.
Twelve.of them are girls and the
rest are boys. 'How many boys are

in the cloLs.

6. Separ.?te, missing minuend

There were,some birds sitting on a
wire. Four of the Virds nevi away.
Then there were 7 birds left. How

many birds were sitting on the wire
before any flew away?

Note. Tasks are listed in the order presented to subjects.

ft
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Individual Student Results

This section contains brief anecdotal reports for.each of the four

subjects. Collective results on the posttest follow those reports. Over-

all conclusions are presented in the following section.

Jack

At the beginning of the school year, Jack had been placed in the

"better". of the two mathematics classes of first-grade pupils. On the

screening tasks, he used a Counting On from Larger strat4y., However,

.

when given less familiar problems, Jack resorted to use of direc modeling

strategies that call for use of physical objects. His choice of strate-

gies demonsfrated that he understood the structure of all problems except

the standard Compare problem.

The initial lesson presentd little or no difficulty to Jack, although,

as might be expected with children of his age, he demmnstrated complete

unfamiliarity with the computer keyboard.. He did not make use of the_

patterned TILE configurations of the squares shown on th video dif,play to

quickly ascertain the numerosity of the display. In fact, he tended to

visually scan the display vertically rather 'than in a horizontal fashion

as might be suggested by the arrangement of the squares. Because of the

relatively long period ok time between the first and second lesson, Jack

required extensive review of the computer procedures in the second lesson.

Howevet.\, ihe larger numbers used in-the problems had no deleterious effect

on his ability to solve the problems posed. When shown how to enter the

"displays using numeral keys*rather than the ELii-1 key, Jack's eipressive face
.4

3
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registered a large measure of both interest and delight. Midway through

the teaching sequence, Jack seemed to be feeling more at ease and vas

catching on to the spatial configuration of the displayed square and was'

using quick procedures for counting by 5s and 10s, as well as more counting

on.

,When complete sentence writing was taught, Jack mastered the techni-

que despite some slight difficulty with it at first and occasional errors

during the lessons. Actually, the sporadic difficulties evidenced were

duemore to a misunderstanding of the problem structure than to lack of

the skill of entering the symbols in the correct sequence on the machine.

Jack was like the other three subjects in that he had absolutely no

trouble understanding the need for the SHIFT key for certain entries.

Physically, he carried out:*the execution of the SHIFT key and the next key

depressiunby using two different fingers of the same hand rather than one

, hand for SHIFT and the other hand' for the desired key.

'Jack accepted very readily the use of the E] to 'represent the unknown

number of the problem in the open sentence being written. This same nota-

tion waS being taught during regular classroom instruction for'canonical

sentences (a + b =0; a - b =0). When presented with verbal problems

other than the canonical Join and Separate ones, Jack wrote appropriate

open sentences to model those problems thaereflected the semantic struc-

ture of the problems and not a transformed canonical sentence. For'

example, for a Join, missing addend problem, Jack entered a sentence

such as 3 + = 14. The computer program generated for this teaching

experiment does not gfve a visual display thamakes.it easy to solve

3

4
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such a sentence. However, Jack was able to solve most sentences of this

type using methods such as tounting on with the aid of fingers.

sumMary, Jack appeared to have learned without great difficulty the par-

ticular skills embodied in the'teacliing experiment. The mechanical

features of keyboard entry as well as certain limitations of the computer

program in teims of number size and noncaponical subtracticn open-sentence

gave him,no problem.

On the posttest Jack perforted very well. On the taSks to be per-

formed without the computer, he was able to use paper and pencil to

write correct sentences for all six tasks. For the Compare problem he

wrote a separating sentenae (13 ::- 8. =0) and used a separation solution

strategy. For the other five problems, sentences reflected the semantic

structure. His performance on the noncanonical problems and sentences,

for which little or no formal instruction had been given, was especially

interesting. For the Separate, missing minuend problem, Jack wrote

5 m 7. After thinking awhile,' and referring back to the sentence

he had written, Jack finally employed a tri.sl and error strategy to solve

the problem. This strategy is consistent with the semantic structure of

the problem and the number sentence. Jack took much more time to solve

these problems after instruction than he had,on the screening tasks. Re

tended to resort to complete modeling more at this time, even on problems

he had solved with a more advanced counting strategy prior to instFuction.

On the six tasks for which he was allowed to use the computer, Jack

also did well. Again, on-the Separate, missing minuend problem, he

3
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'Eried to enter in the computer a sentence of the same form as shown above.

Since the 9omputer pro am would not accept such a sentence, Jack was

thwarted from writing a complete open sentence. Yet, based on the partial

sentence he had written, Jack again used a trial and error strategy, using

counting skills and fingers.

Itoger

In general, Roger exhibited highly agitated behavior, rarelyisitting

still. He had difficulty attending to a task, often needing to be called

back to attention.. On the other hand, Ray at times showed examples of

,Textremely keen insight into problems And their solutions. He was very

friendly and outgoing, obviously enjoying his perseived good fortune at

being selected for participation in the experiment.

On the screening tasks, Roger demonstrate.: his ability to comprehend

the semantic structure of the various problems presented by choosing

appropriate strategies for solution. He tended to select direct modeling

strategies that mirrored the structure. However, he suffered from care-

less behavior and often miscounted the model sets he had constructed. He

showed the ability to nount forward from a nuaiber other.than "one" but

made one careless error.

Essentially, Roger did not have any difficulty with the mechanics

of using the computer. Because of his tendency to let his attention

wander, a greater amount of repetition was required for him than for the

other subjects. However, his choice of modeling behavidrs with-the

computer showed that he had no difficulty.with the semantic structure of
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the problems presented. During the lessons when the numerical and opera-
,

tional symhols,were introduced, Ray evidenced an upsurge in interest and

ability to pay attention. His teudency to miscount, shown in the screen-

ing taskS and in earlier lessons, disappeared during this brief period of

time. The problem types Lere the easier, oniper, perhapS accounting for'

this improvement in performance. In subsequent lessons, Roger's behavior

reverted to periods of outstanding insights to problems mixed with other

periods of inattention. Whaen presented with nonroutine verbal problems,

of a noncanonical structure,. Roger took more time in solving these prob-

lems, very often subjecting them to a sementic anallysis based very clearly

upon the'instruction he was receiving in class.

The use of the SHIFT key to enter +, =, and the was a.relatively

easy matter for Roger. Curiously, however, he did not seem to realize

that the numerical keys in the topmost row of the keyboard are in fiumeri-

cal order. Rather, he often engaged in what appeared to' be a random

search.

On the posttest, Roger gave clear evidence of accepting the idea of

writing a number sentence to represent a problem before attemptIng to

solve it. When verbal problems were posed to be solved withoux the com-

puter, Roger always first wrote a sentence and then tried to solve it

uSing-the cubes provided. As in previous instances, Roger made several

mistakes in counting both with the computer and without it, By and lape;

the seniences he wrote were canonical ones with the exception of the Join,

missing addend problem. On the computer he enteied the sentence 8 4- 0= 14.

To solve this sentence, he.counted on from 8 to 14. As his device for .
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keeping track of the number of counting words he uttered, he used tne

keys Q:WERTY on the keyboard, finally counting those keys to get his

correct answer of 6.

8 +

For the missing addend problem without the computer, he first wrotc

1:2], using the space rather than the box to represent the unknown.

He solved the problem using an adding on strategy. Then he said "Oh,

that's supposed to be take away." and changed the + to a -, and wrote his

answer n the space he had left. In other words, he initially v./I:ae a

correct- open sentence and solved the problem using a pgpcess that wec

consistent with the sentence and the problem structure. In his regular

mathematics class, Roger had been taught to arialyze word problems in tc1-1_,

of part-whole relationships and t9Vite canonical subtraction sentences
-

when one of tfle viait,s was missingtt api'a4r6lat Roger recognized Char
ir

the apswer was Anne oi the parts and conclu6d that a subtraction sentence

was called forr.

The one "incorrect sentence Roger.wrote was for the missihg minuend

problem .(Problem 4). He wrote "7 - 5 =D." Subsequently he attended to

his number s'n.tence rather than the problem, constructing a set of

removing 5. Thus, Ray appeared to attend to the number sentence's and re-

garded them as something that he uied in solving a word problem.

Helen

Helen gave very clear explanations of her strategies. On the screpu-
.

ing tasks, she %.ras generally successful, missing only the noncanonical eom-

parison problem numbPr 3 (see Table 1). On almost all problems, she used



an advanced counting strategy of counting on, with her fingers setving

as Ehe traelcing mechanism. However, on the two Separate problems, she

used a simpler direct.modeling strategy using the cubes provided to im-

p;enent the SeparaLing From strategy. On the :.liree sentence-writing tasks,

she managed to write a correct sentence only for the canonical subtraction

problem. She did however, determine the correct solution for all three

problems.

Helen did extremely well during the first lesson. She caught on

TrIckly to the functions of the various keys that were' introduced to

her. Her solution by Counting tne displayed objects on tlie vidoo monitor

J.rldiLated she was using the same counting on techniques she used in the

screenin; tasks. in the se-end lesson, Helen dld not do as well, perhaps

due to the ct that- larger numbers were involved in maay ot the problem

si;uacions glvea L, her. She was mech mete mzthedical in, her solution

hnd rendes tu ma more counting eico-rt. 4ur!-- the zever,d,

etir when the numc.rical and o2erational symbols were introduced, Helen

a vely rtar.ry ipvoi. She learned how to ,;nte.. ard

_1,4e thz: symhois correctly Lo get number sentenees, although allhost all

of .,:am related to si_mpie canonical cituations. When theu wes inten-

ud represent the missing number, 1;elen used noneanonical sentences

to represent different tyre- of problem situati.:ec. During instruction,

choick, of sentence and solution method show?d that Helen mes strongly

Infc in; the ,:emantie structure of the verbal probiemz Del& solved.

fhrough ell the lessons, Helen cleally showed that the use of the computer

key-oard end the dc,:-A.7mpanyitlil vtde :- display presente.: no real problems to

het, mechaniLarl-i or conceptually.
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On the posttest, alien was the one subject who did not consistently

4

/ 1 'N )

use number se4"ences toYsolve problems. For three of the problems without
, e

-- )"

the computer; ffelen soiVed the problem before ehe wro*te a number..sentence. ;

.

, For Ene t...ompare problem with,the somputer, she entered the incorrect sen-

e N
' tence 'b 13 = 5," using the sets of 8 and 13 generated by the computer

for the dadition sentence to solve the problem by Aatchipg.

In general Helen was influenced by the 'structure of the T,roblem and

modeled the action or relationships dcscribe in theproblem. On three

Of the si;; problems presented without the computer, she used tally marks,

A strategy she had not used on the screening task.= or during instruction.

Kathy
-1

Kathy turned out to be a very apt pupil. She displayed the ability
...-----

to pay attention ,6 the task at hand for sustained periods ef timc, even

(---wher t':e problem r .a.:k prpvpd initially difficult for her. Of the four

subjects, Kathy was the quickest to recognize the spor'fql -patial con-

tigurations of the squares on the video displdy. She used the confiuura-

tions to her advantage when counting the displays, rarfly taking the time

to 'count all the objects shown. She would mentally move sqllares back ana

forth to make completed grouiings of fives and te-ns which she yould

then count as a complete totality. For example, on a problem involving

the counting of 12 'squares in sector a and 19 squares in sector b, Kathy

quickly gave tge correct total.of 31. Upon aues?ioning how she determined

ihe answer so rapiu..y, Kathy told of mentally mOv!.ng one of the two lower

squares in the 12-configuration over to the right side to make the 19 into

I.
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a 20, whereupon she could coant 10, 20, 30, and the one lone square left

from the 12-configuration to make the total of 31. This ability was com-

bined with'n, related problem-solving technique of using derived number

facts. For example, on'the screening tasks, she responded that 13 - 9

was Ifour" because 13 - 10 is 3 and since 9 is one less than 10, the

answer' must be one.more, wh'ich is 4. On all the other screening tasks,

Kathy used direct modeling problem solving procedures, although she was

capable of more sophisticated counting procedures.

.The content and skills in the initial lessons were rather easy for

Kathy. She'quickly learned the function and use of the specific keys and

then applied them to the solution of the verbal problems posed. Almost

at once, She recognized the patterned,configuration of the displayed

squares, as she easily determined the numerosity of particular sets of

-

squares. The larger numbers embodied in the problems of the second lesson
A

did not faze her. This is not to imply that Kathy solved every problem

immediatelyrand correctly. From time to time, she miscounted sets of

objects or incorrectly interpreted a verbal problem.

The lessons in which the numerical and operational symbols were in-

troduced and practiced also went well. Kathy had little or no difficulty

with the mcchanical and conceptual aspects of this portion of the experi-

ment. As before, she used the special configurations to her advantage.

Writing open sentences with the Ei was a skill that came easily to Kathy,

and she exhibited the natural tendency shown by the others to write literal

translations that reflected the semantic structure of the problems, rather

than always writing canonical sentences that are more easily solved. In
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later lessons when Kathy received more experience in solving verbal problems,

she became better at analyzing and'solving them, and when the number sizes

were small enough to be in the "basic fact" domain, she very often opted

to sol' them quickly by means of direct fact recall or derived fact

strategies rather than take the tiMe to write a sentence with the computer.

On the pOsttest Kathy clearly liarened to the problems poSed, analyzed

them, and Chen wrote appropriate open sentences for them, whether the com-

puter was available or not. Wben the computer was not available, Kathy

used cubes for all problems, and generally mdeled the number'sentences

she wrote. For the Compare problem, she wrote 12 - 7 = Eland used a

separating strategy.

Posttest Summary

Sentence writing performance for the posttest is summarized in Table 5.

Three of the four eXperimental subjects consistently wrote appropriate

number sentences and solved the problems using s ategies that were con-

sistent with their number sentences. Although th ourth subject did not

write number sentences for three of the problems solved without the com-

puter, only once did she write a number sentence that was inconsistent

with her solution strategy.

This performance is in marked contrast to that on the screening

tasks (Table 2). Before the experimental unit, nont of the four sub-

jects wrote correct sentences for the Compare or Join, missing addend

problems (sdreening tasks 8 and 9). They consistently ignored their in-'

correct sentences and directly modeled the action or relatfonship in the

C.

4
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Table 5

Sentence-Writing Performance.on Postteet

Problem Type

Number of Correct Sentences'
Written Before Solving

(Maximum = 4)

With Computer Without Computex'

Change/Join '

Change/Separate

Comparison

Combine, missing part

'Change/Join, missing addend

Change/Separate, missing minuend

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

3

4

3a

3

Note. Wording of taskS is given In Table 4.

aOne child initially wrote a correct sentence but changed it after solv-
. .0

ing the problem.

OP.
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problem. On the pesttest,Niree of the four subjects wTote correct

number sentences for the compare prqlems and solved the problems uSing
f

a strategy that modeled their number sentence rather than the structure

of th'e problem. The same three cbildw also wrote correct noncanonical

open sentences for the missing addend problem, although one of them sub-

Nt

sequently altered his correct sentence. They were even generally suc-

cessful in writing, correct sentences for the missing minuend problem,

'on which althost no instruction was given.

General Conclusions

The major objective of.the instructional program tested in this

pilot study was to teach Tirst-grade children to represent and solve a

variety of addition and subtraction word problems. Instruction was de-

37

signed to help children understand the connection between the informal

sttategies that they natprally invent to 'solve word problems and the

number sentences that they are taught to write to represent them. The

results of this initial pilot study strongly support the concldsion that

an ihstructional program bpsed on principles underlying the pilot study

would be effective in teaching represe4ationa1 and formal problem-

solving skills for solving addition and subtraction word pçoblems.

' Prior to instruction, all of the four experimental subjects wrote

inappropriate number sentencesifor all but the most straightforward

addition and subtraction,problems. Furthermore, they generally viewed

the number sentences as unrelated to their solution prOcesses and ignored

the sentences they wrote when solving the problem, arriving at a solution

4?

f
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by directly modeling the action'or relationships described in the prob-

lem.

Following instruction ali four subjects could write number sentences

to represent most problem situations and successfully dsed.this ability

to solve a variety orproblems Using the computer. Three of the four sub-

jects transferred thiS ability to problems without the computer. To

solve a simple word problem, they would first write a nuMber sentence

and then use a solution process that modeled the number sentence not the

structure.of the `problon.

/
One of the factors that significantly facilitated children's ability

to represent and solve certain woreproblems was instruction on writing

noncanciniCal open sentences (e.g., 5 -I- = 13 and 0+:5 = 13). These

r sentences allow children'to write number sentences that are consistent

with the semantic structure of missing addend problems. It has been

clearly documented that young children solve missing adddnd problems using

an adding on or counting up process which is most closely represented by

4

an open sentence'of the form a I- 0= b (Carpenter & Moser, 1982; in press).

Blume (1981) haS demonstrated that children solve these open sentences

using the same adding on and counting up procedures that they use to

solve missing addend word problems. This body of research strongly sug-.

gests that initial instruction on ad4tion and ...1st-root-ion should include
%

noncanonical sentences. The regults of the pilot study strongly support

this conclusion.

During and following instruction, all.four subjects consistently

wrote noncanon cal sentences to represent missing addend word: problems.
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In fact, thelso wrote sentences like 0- 4 = 7 to represent missing

minuend problems (see Table 4), even though they received very little in-

struction in this type\of number sentence.

The'improvement in representational skills, however, was not totally

a function of learning about" noncanonical number sentences. Following in-
.

struction, the children were also generally more consistent in writing

appropriate canbnical sentence's for a variety of problems and using these

sentences as a basis for solving problems. This improvement is most con-

spicuous for the compare problems. On the screening tasks all four children

wrote an incorrect number sentence which,they promptly ignored in solving

the problem. On the posttest, three of the fcur wrote a correct canonical

subtraction sentence which served as a basis for solving the problem.

Students' performance during the lessons also supports the concluT

sion that the instruction was successful n deveroping representational

skills and helping the children understand the relationship between their

informal strategies and the formal mathematical representations. uhildren

quickly grasped the concepts presented to them and were almost immediately .

able tojise them to solve probleMs. Although some problems were occasiOn-

ally difficult for them, children were almost never totally confused or

ready to give up. They genuinely seemed to understInd what they were

doing and believed thai this insight gave them the fmwer to correct their

own errors and to solve problems that were not familia;. to them.

With regard to the mechanical aspects of the children's interaction

with the computer, the results can be characterized unambiguously as .

positive, tAll four' 'first graders demonstrated their ability to work with

4
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an-(infamiliar machine without any diffiéulty. No mechanical or motor

coordination problems were detected. T'hey understood the limitations

the program imposed upon eheir decisions and actions (e.g., no number

larger than 30, no noncanonical subtraction sentences) and worked accord-

ingly. They experienced no difficulty using featurs like the shift key

for upper case symbols.

The pilot study,pointed out certain revisions of the computer soft-

ware that are needed. Currently the program does not provide a direct

solution for missing addend sentences (2 -I- = b and 0 41a = b). To

solve these problems, students were required tog.ose fingers or some ex-

. ternal counting procedure. During instruction we genera.Lly asked students

to validate their answers by writing the appropriate addition sentence

involving their answer. W/e plan to revise the program s9 that a visual

display is produced that can be used to solve th& problem. For example,

I consider the sentence 5 0. 13. Five boxes will appear in sector a

after the student has entered 5 and When the student has entered the

complete sentence, 8 blocks will appear in sector b and the arrow will

point to the empty box in that sector for the student to fill in the

answer. .Thus, writing the open sentence will generate ehe add on pro-

cedure, making an.inijial set of 5 and subsequently.adding blocks until'

there is a total of 13.

Another revision calls for the inclusion of noncanonical subtraction

.N sentences. A decision was'made early in the development of the program

to permit no noncanonical sehtences with the operation of subtraction

(a -01 = c and b = c),'under the assumption that problems, for which

these sentences would be appropriate would be too difficult for first-grade

ti
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children to understand. This assumption proved to be incorrect. Thus,

a-revision in future programs will be to allow all possible sentences to
1

be written.

Another inconsistency of the program was that the displays of boxes

were automatically generated if a twc:t'-digit number wag entered whereas

they were not so generated for a one-digit number. A conscious decision

. by the child had to be made to generate a display for a one-digit number

by means of depressing another key (RETIJIM, +, -, or =). The program

will be revised so that no display will appear for either one- or two-

digit numbers until an additional operation has been performed.

-In conclusion, further investigation seems warranted. The computer

appears to allow children to rely upon their informal mathemdtics in an

area of formal mathematics such as sentence writing. As we have argued

before, the use of verbal prbblems does seem natural to young children

because they are able to solve them in their own informal ways. The

present experiment demonstrates that the computer may allow them to

represent those problems in a formal way,.even though they have not yet

completely learned the formal algorithms and number facts. These findings

suggest that instruction could be changed to make better use of childred's'

natural ability to solve verbal problems in learning the formal mathematics

of addition and subtraction. This pilot invetigation suggests that the

microcomputer can have an important role in that instruction.
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Appendix A

A LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
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IF hEl IN SFSET"
THEN

riEGIN
IF Khl....CHR(13) THEN CLASS:-CR;
IF i-.Ei=CHR(27) THEN CLASS:=ESC;
IF IsEY.=CHF(8) THEN CLASS::-.LEFTI=1:
IF i-EY-.CHR(21) THEN CLASS:-.RIGHTA;
IF KEY=CHR(32) IHEN CLASS:=:SPACE;
IF KE?=CHR(45) THEN CLASS:I=MINUS;
IF KEY=CHR(43) THEN CLASS:=PLUS;
IF KEt=CHR(61) THEN CLASS:=EDUALS:
'IF F F.'1--..CHR(67) THEN CLASS:=QUES:
IF ((ir'=CHR(BB)) OR (KEY.=CHR(I20)» THEN CLASS: -CLR;

END,
ELSF

;

BEGIN
rtASS:"=NUMRAL:'

ENI):

A
END::

PROCEDURE AODBOX(WHERE: SCREENSIDE);
(*********************************************************)

(* Apopox place bux un (.:reen uiru ppropLatc-e *)

c*

(*********************************************************)
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BEGIN
CASE WHERE OF
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BOXNUM:,LTROXCQ...0;
IF BOXNUM (..) THEN

bEGIN -

ORAWBOX(LTBOXIBOXNUM,I3,LTBOXIBOXNOM.1.HillE):
LTBOXfo.61:,-BOXNUMA-I; nft free.hw; *)
IF LTBOXL(',)1 - MAXBOX THEN LTBOXF6.03:-=0: k* nohp *)

4 LTBOXIBOXNUM,01:=1: (* *)

/ END;
pND:

Fa: BEGIN
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IF BOxNUM 0 THEN
PEGIN
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RTBOX(0.0]:=BOXNUM4-1: (* nxt Free bu,:. *)

IF RTBOXI0,01 MAXBOX THEN RTBOXI0.6):=-0: (* hone left *)

LTBOXIBOXNUM,03:.=.1: (* *)

END;
END;

END; (* t.cte *1
END;

6.;

PROCEDURE SUBBOXkWHERE: SCREENSIDE):'

(* *)

n 6si e side. *)
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BEGIN
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DRAWBOX(LTBOXCBOXNUM.11.LTBOXEBOXNUM.:1.FLACI,);
LIBOXL0.07:--=1OXNUM; ngt free box 4)
LTBOX[BOXNUM.01:-:-0; f4 empLv *)

END;
END;

RI: BEGIN
BOXNUM:=RTBOXC0.0];
IF BOXNUM s* I THEN
BEGIN

IF BOXNUM-0 THEN BO(NUM:MAKBOX EiSE BOVIUM:-BOXNUM-1;
DRAWBOX fRTBOX r BOXNUM. 11 RTBO rRoxNum. 2 Bt

RIBOXI0.03:-,BOINUM. f4 4tee boA
RTBOXCBOXNUM,01:=0; ompt.\, 4)

END;
END;

END; 4 t 0-e *)
END;

MOVEBOX(FROM: S'CREENSIDE):
c******************4444***************44.*******44f******)
( *

MOVEBOX bog -ft(Jm si,ft.le to ..:,fde *?4

k* *

t******4*************44***************************4444**44)
VAR BOXNUM: INTEGER:

REGIN
Cf;SE- FROM OF

Cr: BEIIN
1.11.40Xd I THEN

EtE6(N
bUBOOKO_T);
DRAWD0X(Go.12).NUE);
DRAWBOX(66.12v.GREEN);
DRAWBOX(eo.120.BLACK%;
ADDBOX(RT):

END
FISE ERRORMSG;

END;

RT: BEGIN
IF RIBOXt0.07-'.1 THEN
BEGIN.
CUBBOXRT);
DRAWBOXG6.120.GREEN):
DRAWBOX(86.120,BLUE);
1)RAWBOX86.120.BLACK);
ADDBOX(LT);

END .

ELSE ERRORMSG:
62
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F-ROCEDOPF DR0WOF'ENk0A.WHI-111: SCREENSIDE);

(*************************************************41**4***)
t*

I* DRAWOPENBOX place open box on screen. *) .

.

*)

t*************************************************t*******)
` var INTEGER;

BEGIN'
IF NONUMERAL THEN EXIT(DRAWOPENBOX);

CASE WHERE OF
;

MID: N:-3:
RI: X:=I9;

ANS: X:=-74:

END; (*. Lase *)

CLEARNOM(WHERE);
ANIMATE(FRAMEbu.:.X.Y.6);
OPENWHERE:=MHERE;

END:
k*$I BO4ESTEXT *)

'(******************************************(**************)
(*

*)

l* cd dr citni r Out I Ht.,: +Or uper-ot L )k)

(* *

4)

k******A************************************************
PROCEDURE DRAWEQUALS;
BEGIN
IF %ADDSENTENCE OR SUBSENTENCEOHENs
BEGIN

CURE,OhttURSORdown.ANSWER);
WHERE:-ANSi
IF NONLJNERAL THEN EX1T(DRAWEQUALS);

Y:-20; ANIMATE(FRAMEequals.X.1'.1));

END:
END;

PROCFbUt-dF DRfiWrLUS;
BEGIN,
ADUSENTCNCE:-TRUE:"
IF NONUMERAL 1HEN EXIT(DRAWPL(JS):

f:-20; ANIMATE(FRAMEp1ut,,X.Y.0):
END;

PROCEDURE DRAWMINUS;
BEGIN

SUBSENTENCE:=TRUE:
IF NONUMERAL THEN EXIT(DRAWMINUS);
X:=12; ANIMATE(FRAMEmOus.X.Y.0):

END;

PROCEDURE ESCAPE;
'BEGIN

FILLLREENcFLACi.):
CLEARNUMLT); (30
iREATEARRAY(LT):
CLEARNUM(R1-);
OREATEARRAY(RT);
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ADDSENTENCE: =FALSE;
SUBSENTFNIF:=FAI SF;
OFENBIr4: FA( 14;

'I- Nut

PROCEDURE ENDNUMERAI OIUMBEh: INTEGER: WHERE: SiFFENSIME):
VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN

IF NUMBER -

THEN DF4r)NNUMBER (NUMBER.WHERE ) -

ELSE FOO I:= I TO NUMBER DO ADDBOX(WHERE):
END:'

414,OCEDURE LEFTSIDE:
k*******4***********************4*************************/

*,

(* LEFTSIDE *)

4.

k*******************************************,**********)
401,G+4)

LABEL I:

VP:r< EF'f: CHAR;
SI,STR: STRING:
CLASS: FEYTYPE;
DIGITMODE.DONE: BOOLEAN:
NUMPER. INTEGER:

BEGIN
OFENBOX; FALSE: DIGITMODE:FALSE:
NUMBER: -0; STR::-";
REPEAT

I: KEWHECI-kKEY,CLASS/:

IF OPENBOX
THEN BEGIN

IF (ccCLASE;FSC/ OR (CLitSB -RIOS)) OR WIASS-U.R»
THEN REGIN END
ELSE BEGIN ERRORMSG; GOTO I END:

FND:

55

CASE II S uF
CR: BEGIN

iF DIG1TMODT-
THEN'BEGIN LNDNpMERALkN(JMBER.WHERE); 1) I61 TMLIDE:

END:
CI R: BEGIN

CRFATEARRA'fkLT);
CLEARNUM(LT);
OPENROX:FALSE: DIGITMODE:=FAISE: NUMSEE: SEE,:

END;
E;C: BEGIN DONE:rTRUE: ESCAPE; END:
LEFTA: BEGIN

STR:
SUBBOX,WHEREI:
IF LTBOYE0,0J . 6
THEN NUMBER:=LTBOXI0.03-1
ELSE NUMBER:=MAXBOX:

IF NUMBER 0
THEN DRAWNUMBER(NUMBER.WHERE)
EASE BEGIN. 6 41

CLEARNUM(WHERE);

DIGITMODE:=FALAE: NUMBER::=0:



HLhiN

'WHrkF ;
It I Ittir&l.)).4),1

) HEN WIJOULtcR: BOXL

ELbE NUMBER::=MAXBOx:
IF NumbeR C) THEN DRAWNUMEtEk r IBER., WHERE

ENO:
F : HE. IA m

F D it, i filOGE: t-iND tiF t ,

[HEN BE iN ENDNUMERALANUMDER.WHERE.: t' [ I IMtJDE F iL sE:
WHERE: R3;

'DONE:=:TRUE:

fhu.r I4EGIN
oRi4WM1i41.1,7; 4

IF s fp THEW .17.1101.11 )rik-;t a_ al mot- ) I

WHERE. M 1);
r.uNE

FM);
t%t I tl

IF .ritilT ; 14 1 I1l1lIi1I F-.1 1.11 WHER

otqlr: ih0F4
WHE RE R I

o riE6 t1

';ii; .27:' 1 HEN I Wit-kr'd ' lit ri t4HE

'AHERF : -F\N:.;;
DONE: +RI* :

(--) 1 N

F. :Jr. WEN
W

r.t.I'4W).FFNOM.AWMF-1;1).

It 't Mt): : I ;
EN()

'At HA131`qrA
Nr):

WI 1; ; . bt 1 ki

11

Fit 11
i I i.t

t t 1:
- 151.11.1Ct'i -; I Is1111114.1-.: - .1 I if .

,WN10113E5 (NUMBER . WHERE )
1,1. W I IMWOF: I RUE
IF NUMBER tirsABOx

BEGIN
NUMBER:
S
ERRORMS.G.

161 TMODE: - Fr-41 c4

.c.L.LiARNor.i;t
END; ,N

{ It

a uuHRER r HE '

;AFAI EN

E NDNUMERAL OlUMHER, WI4
s IR : - 23

aND
EL. !-'4ORM3G:
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UNT It IONE ;

L-NO;

FROaDUkt- MIDFWKEEN;
c**********************************************4**********)

*)

c* MIDSeREEN 4)

l* *)
c*********************************************************)
VAR FEY: CHAR:

S1.STR: STRING;
AtIASSL 1,EYTYPE:
DIGITMODE.DONE: BOOLEAN;
RTNUMBER.LTNUMBER,NUMBER: INTEGER:

PROCEDURE TRANSFERcNOMBER: IN1EGER: WHERE: '-WRELNInIDE,:
VAR I: iNTEGER:
BEGIN

IF NUMbER LTNUNSER
l'HEN

FiEolH
IF NUMBER-0 THEN DRAWNUMBERMUMBER.R1):
VOP Ci0 NUMBER DO
bEGIN

MOVEBOA(WHERE.);
DRAWNUMBER(I.RT);

ENO:
END

Et 5E FRRORMSG:
FN5:

t4EGIN
DIC;11-MODE:.:-FALSE: DONE:=FALSE:
NUMBER:-*): si:.

IF LTBOX[0...)) 6

THEN ITNUMBER::=LTBOXf0.01-1
FISF'11NUMPER:,-MAxtiOX:

REPEAT
E Y HECi (I, ET ji ASS)

OF
ilk: kt-l'IN

11- Rib0PC0.0J 0
THEN RTNUMBER:=-RTBOXCu.0)-I
ELSE RTNUMBER:=MAXBOX:

TRANSFER(RTNUMBERIRT);
CREATEARRAY(RT):
CI,EARNUM(RT);
DIGITMODE:=FALSE: NUMBER: 0; STk:-'

END;
LP: kEhIN

IF DIGIFMODE THEN
BEGIN
TRANSFERCNUMBER.LT):
DIGITMODE:-1-FALSE;

FND:
END;

ESC,: BEGINvDONE:-TRUE: ESCAPE: END:
LEFTA: BEGIN

STR:='123':

6t;



qLSE NUMBER:-NAXBOX:
-IF NUMBER -,-- 0 THEN DRAWNC. rR(NUMBFh,hr);

BEGIN

MOVEBOX(LT);
IF Fo-Bc4c0. 0
THEN NU1BER:=RTBOXE0.W-1
ELSE NUMBER:=MAXBOX:

IF NUMBER --- 0 THEN DRAWNUMBER(NUMBEF.RT)
END;

Si--'At'F: BEGIN
IF DIGITMODE
THEN BEG IN 1F.ANSFER ( NUMBER . Li I ti 4' ; 1/1.):

DRAWFOUALS:
WHEriE:-ANS;
OONE:-TEUE:

EN1);

HEGIN
DRAWMINUS:
IF kDIC,ITMODE OR kgfR
IHEN TRANSFERtNUMBEk.1 T):

I,RkWEONALS:
WHERE: -ANS:
DONE:,zTRUE:

END:
141-"GIN

1r ITAK,TNt5TR-0
THEN
BEGIN
DRAWLUS:
ENDNUMGRAL(NUMBER.R1)
DONE:-IFUE:
WHERE:-:RT:

t.:141)

EI.SE ERRORNSG:
E

c 1:Et,' N
f31 R 127 THE;.I IRIIN;',FCRkNONEtrh.l

DRAWEONHLb:
WHERE:
Dr..NE:-TPUE:

END;
OuE;;; ERRORMSG:
NUNII-AI: BEGIN

lE LENO1H(STR) : 1

THEN '

BEGIN
SATI1:4E11:
TIR:-CONCATATR,S1): NNMRER: VLIIE(S1R):
DRAWNUMBER(NUMBER.RT);
U1011MODE:-TRUF:
IF NUMBER LTNUMBEP THEN

,BEGIN
NUMBER:=1-):

STR:=":
ERRORMSG;
DIGITMODE:=.FALSE:
CLEARNUM(RT):

END;
IE NUMBER'>9 THEN 6/
BEGIN
IRANSFER(NUMBER,LT)4. ' offr

.1"..



UNTIL NINE:
'END;

C.NU

ELSE ERRORMSG:
END:

'r

PROCEDURE RIGHISIDE:
(*********************************************************)
k X

*

( *

RIGHTSIDE

(***************************************************4****f)
VAR kEf: .CHAR:

S1.STR: STRING:
CLASS: I-EYTyPE:
DIGITMODE,DONE1 BOOLEAN:
NUMBER: INTEGER:

BEGIN
DIGIIMODE:-FALE,E; DONE:=FALSE:
.NUMBER:--0; STR:'"; S1:-'
REPEAT
.KEYCHEC4(4EY.CLASSi:

D:

CASE CLASS OF
CIK: BEGIN

CRE4TEARRAY(R1):
CLEARNUM(RT)v
IE OPENWHLRE=RT THEN OPENBOX:,=FALSE:
DIGITMODE:-..FALSE: NUMBFR:--0: STR:

END:
CR: ttEGIN

IF (D1(3IIMODE AND SIR, '1.23'))
MEN HEG1N ENDNUMERAL(NUMBER.WHERE): DIoITMODE:-FALSE:

END:
ESC: BEGIN DONE: -TRUE: ESCAPE; END:
LEFTA: BEGIN

SUBSOX(WHERE):
IF RTBoxro.o] 6

THEN NUMBER:=RTB0h0,03-1
ELSE NUMBER:MAXBOX:

IF NUMBER - 6 THEN URAWNOWHER(NUMBER.WHERE):
. END;

R16H1A: BEGIN

ADDBOX(WHERE);
IF RTBOXCO.0] , 0
THEN NUMBER:=RTBOX -1

ELSE NUMBER:=MAXBD z
IF NUMBER .F,,0 THEN DRAWNUMBER(NUMBER.WHERE):

END:
SPA(E: BEGIN

IF SIR '123 THEN ENDNUMERAL(NUMBER.WHERE):
IF LADDSENTENCE OR SUBSENTENCE)THEN DRAWEOUALS;
WHERE:-=ANS:
DONE:TRUE:

END;
MINUS: BEGIN

IF LENGTH(STR)=0
THEN

59.



60

DRAWMINUS;
WHERE:=MID;
DONE:=TRUE; -

END
ELSE ERRORMSG;

END;
PLUS: BEGIN

DRAWPLUS;
IF DIGITMODFAHEN
BEGIN

ENDNUMERAL(NUMBER,WHERE);
STR:='127';
DIG1TMODE:=FALSE;

END;
END;

EQUALS: BEGIN
IF STR - '123' THEN ENDNUMERAL(NUMBER.WHERE);
DRAWEOUALS;
WHERE:=ANS:
DONE:=TRUE:

END;
OUES :BEGIN

IF ((ADDSENTENCE AND (NOT OPENBOX)) ;i140 (SIR, '122,'))THEN

BEGIN
(DRAWOPENBO;((WHERE):
STR:='123';
OPENBOX:=TRUE;
DRAWEOUALS; WHERE:=ANS; DONE:=TRUE;

END ;
END;

NUMERAL: BEGIN
IF LENGTH(STR) = I
THEN

BEGIN
SlE1):=hE'l;
STR:=CONCA7(ETR,S1); NUMBER:=VALUE(E,TR);
DRAWNUMBER(NUMBER,WHERE);
DIG1TMODE:=TRUE;
IF NUMBER MAXBOX THEN

BEGIN
NUMBER:=0;
STR:="v
ERRORMSG;
DIGITMODE:=FALSE;
CLEARNUM(RT);

END;
IF NUMBER',9 THEN

BEGIN
ENDNUMERAL(NUMBER.WHERE); D13ITMODE:=FALSE;
STR:='123.;

END:
END

ELSE ERRORW;
END;

END:

UNTIL DONE:
END;

PROCEDURE FARSIDE;
(*********************************************************)
(*

*)

(* FARSIDE 6 )



ft.4111.11,,

SI,STR: . STRING;
CLASS1,FEYTYPE;
D(RITMODF.DONE: 1;400LEAN;

ITHUMBER,RINUMBER,SOLN.x,Y.NUMBER: INTEGER;

BEGIN
DI'GITMODE:=FALSE: DONE:.=.FALSE:
NUMBER:=0; 81:=' ';

REPEAT
E..`eCHECI-(KEY.CLASS);

CASE CLASS OF
CLR: BEGIN

CLEARNUM(ANS);
DI ITMODE:=FALSE: NUMBER:0; STR:-. ;

CR: BEGIN
IF DIGITMODE THEN

BEGIN
ENDNUMERAL(NUMBERA4HERE);
DIGITMODE:=FALSE:

IF (ADDSENTENCE AND OPENBOX) THEN
BEGIN

IF LTBOX[0.0]
THEN LTNUMBER:=LTBOXE0,A-1
ELSE LTNUMBER:,,MAXBOX:

IF RTBOXE0.03 0
THEN RTNUMBER:=RTBOXE0,01-t
ELSE RTNUMBER:=MAXBOX;

IF OPENWHERE-=RT
THEN SOLN:=NUMBER-LTNUMBER
ELSE SOLN:=NUMBER-RTNUMBER;

ENDNUMERAL(SOLN.OPENWHERE):
DRAWNUMBER(S'OLN.OPFNWHERE):

ENO:
1:NO:

C

: CIONF:-1Mikr: ESCAPE: END;
LEEtti: BEGIN

ERROWno;
FriD4

ht6HIpi. bCGIN
FFRORMG:

END:
;-.1-AtE: BEGIN

.ERFORMSG:
c.ND:

M,NUS: BEGIN
ERRORMSG:

END:
BLW.3.: BEGIN

FRRORMSG;
END:

ECIUAG5: BEGIN
DRAWECIOALS:

END;
LtJE HEUiN

IF t(DDSENTENCE OR SUBSENTENCE) AND (NOI OPENf,uX»
THEN BEGIN DRAWOPENBO>,;(WHERE); END
ELSE ERkORMSG;

' -END; iLl
. NUMERAL: BEGIN

bl

c,



STR:=CONCAT(STR,S1): NUMBER:=VALUE(STR);
DRAWNUMBER(NUMBER.WHERE,;
DIGITMODE:=TRUE;
IF NUMBER (2*MAXBOXJ THEN

BEGIN
NUMBER:6;

ERRORM8G;
DIGITMODE:=FALSE;
CLEARNUM(ANS):

END;
END

ELSE ERROFMSG;

END;
END;

UNTIL DONE;
Y:=20: ANIMATE(FRAMEblank.X.Y.0);

CLEARNUM(ANS);
END:

FUNCT-ION MENUCHOICE(FICKS:SETOFCHAR; Y:INTEGER):CHAR:
*******************************************************.****1

(* Identifies user selection from SET OF CHARACTERS *)

(***************************************************************)

VAR STRING; CH: CHAR; PIX: SETOFCHAR;

BEGIN '

PIX:=CJ;
FOR CH:-CHR(65) TO CHR(90)
DO IF (CH IN PIDS)
OR (CHR(ORD(CH)+32) IN PICKS)
THEN PIX:=PIX+CCH,CHR(ORD(CH)+'32)];

REPEAT
GOTOXY(1.Y);
WRITE('( ) Type letter, Then press r(Aurn.');
.GOTOX'1,(2,Y);S1:=";READLN(S1);
IF LENGTH(S1)=0 THEN S1:=' ';

IF NOT (S1C1) IN PIX) THEN ERRORMSG
UNTIL S1C13 IN PIX;
MENUCHOICE:=S1C13:GOTOXY(40,23)

END;

PROCEDURE MENU;

(* *)

(* MENU SECTION *)

*)

(***************************************#***************)
VAR MAINCHAR: CHAR:
BEGIN

.FILLSCREEN(BLACK);
GOTOXY(0,0);
WRITELN(]elsconsin Center for Education 4s,earclv");

WRITELN: (c) 1982 by the Regents o4');
WRITELN(' the University of Wisconsin-);'
WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITELN(' MATHBOXES');WRITELN;WRITELN;
WRITELN(' (N)umerals to be di.splayed.'); 71.



WRITELN(' (0)(ilt.');

MAINCHAR; HiNUCHOICEtr w w , N'. W.-ti.).1.):

CA,i)E MAINCHAR OF
N'.'n':.NONUMERAI.5;-FALSE:.

: NONUMERALS:TRUE;
EX1T(PROGRAM)i

END;

FTLISCREEMBLA&):
END;

k41444444*********************444444444444******A4444**444)
(4 )

M (I N R U 7' I N E )

(4, 4)

t44 ****44(444+444********44************444*************4 44)
BEGIN

MENU:
ADOSENTENCE:-FALSE: HELLFREEZESOYER:=PLSE;
SUBSENTENCE:-FALSEz' OPENBOX:=FALEE;
INITTURTLE; GRAFMODE;
Ln4DFONT(OXE5.'4t4:50XES.FONT'); PICTURES; USEFONT(B(JXES);

FILLSCREEN(B!IACi);
CREATEARRAY(LT);
CREATEARRAY(RT);

WHERE::1 r;
REPE(T

tASE WHERE OF
LT: BEGIN

CURSORXURSCIRup.LEFTBOX):
LEFTSIDE;

END;
MID; BEGIN

CURSOR(CURSuCri144t,MIDDIE);
MIDSCREEN;

END;
RI: BEGIN

1:1JRSOR(CURSOkup.RIGHTBOX);
.1 R IGHTS IDE ;

END;
ANS': BEGIN

VRSOR CUR SORLiuw, ). A' ISWER ;

F E; IDE;

END;

EN( e )

UNTIt HtILFREE7ESOVER;
STDFONT:

END.
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